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Harley-Davidson “reaches restructuring
milestone” as Q3 results point to dealer
sales being broadly level with Q3 2011 

HARLEY-DAVIDSON say
that third-quarter income
from cont inu ing

operations was $134.0 million
on consolidated revenue of
$1.25 billion; compared to
income from continuing
operations of $183.6 million
($0 .78  per  share )  on
consolidated revenue of $1.40
billion in the year-ago quarter. 
Earnings were lower than the

year-ago period due to a previously
announced plan for lower third-
quarter motorcycle shipments during
the launch of an ERP [Enterprise
Resource Planning] production
system at the Company’s York,
Pennsylvania assembly plant - 
its largest.
The company continues to

forecast a five to seven percent
increase in motorcycle shipments
compared to the full year 2012,
compared to 2011. 
“The third quarter marked a

pivotal milestone in Harley-
Davidson’s transformation”, said
Chairman, President and Chief
Executive Officer Keith Wandell.

“With the launch of the ERP
production system at York, a major
piece of our restructuring work is
behind us. We are now focused on
optimizing the system and look
forward to the start of seasonal surge
production early next year.
Through the first nine months of

this year, retail sales of new Harley-
Davidson motorcycles grew 6.0
percent overall (6.2 percent in the
U.S. and 5.4 percent internationally)
compared to the year-ago period. 
In the third quarter, retail sales of

new Harley-Davidson motorcycles
decreased 1.3 percent worldwide
compared to the prior-year period,
with unit sales down 5.2 percent in
the U.S. and up 7.6 percent in
international markets. 
“We believe our U.S. dealers’

third-quarter new motorcycle sales
were adversely affected by a limited
availability of new motorcycles in
July, August and early September
resu l t ing  f rom the  ERP
implementation at York, combined
with the move of Harley-Davidson’s
annual new model launch to late
August from late July. 

“As U.S. dealer inventory
returned to more appropriate levels
and the new 2013 motorcycles
became more available, retail sales
responded positively and gained
momentum as we exited the
quarter,” Wandell said.
On a worldwide basis, dealers sold

61,053 new Harley-Davidson
motorcycles in the third quarter of
2012 compared to 61,838
motorcycles in the year-ago period.  
In the U.S. dealers sold 40,402

new Harley-Davidsons compared to
sales of 42,640 units in last year’s
third quarter. Industry-wide U.S.
heavyweight new motorcycle
(651cc-plus) retail unit sales
increased 3.8 percent through nine
months of 2012 compared to the
prior-year period.
In international markets, dealers

sold 20,651 new Harley-Davidson
motorcycles during the third quarter
compared to sales of 19,198 units in
the year-ago period.  
During the quarter, retail unit sales

increased 32.3 percent in the Latin
America region, 9.8 percent in the
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WHEN Harley-Davidson announced the expansion of its H-D1
customization program in August (as part of its 2013 model
range announcements) very little that I saw in response,

whether in print or on-line,  pointed to or speculated about the
significance of the announcement.

The expansion saw the addition of a re-styled "stripped-down and rowdy" Dyna
platform 'Street Bob' to the Custom 1200 Sportster that was already offered in the
program.

The Dynas have been the 'Cinderella' of Harley platforms since they replaced the
still much admired FXR line. That accolade had previously
been assigned to the Tourers until an aging
demographic, beefed up FL chassis and subsequent
'Bagger Boom' saw that dubious honor passed on.

The addition of the Dyna to the H-D1 program has
two reasons to be regarded as significant.

The first is that in a parallel to what happened with
the tourers, we here at AMD have been seeing an
increasing number of Dynas appear in the FreeStyle,
Modified Harley-Davidson and Street Performance classes at World Championship
program events recently, as customizers start to explore the possibilities that the
platform, offer in the search for the Holy Grail of customizing - the next new big thing.

I t would appear that, whether driven by engineering, balance sheet or dealer needs,Harley-Davidson also think they have seen an opportunity worth exploring. Either
way, the embrace that Harley has given to 'Bobber' thinking in recent years, and what
they have done and achieved with the Sportsters among younger riders and minorities,
certainly points to a greater attention being paid to what is happening outside the
Factory gates than has been the case before. 

In the last five years outreach has replaced introspection. Core value recycling has
been nudged aside to also make room for reinterpretation and engagement with a
developing market that would otherwise have left Milwaukee behind.

The second significance lies in the strategic policy-shift it confirms.
The move that Harley has made from customization being the enemy of the factory

and its dealers, to embracing and now actively promoting the virtues of "custom of
one" has been nothing short of a paradigm shift, and has happened for a number of
reasons - however, the role of David Robb, BMW's Munich, Germany based head of
design cannot be underestimated in this.

The process of change was already well under way when he threw the covers off
of a pet project, the BMW 'Lo-Ride' prototype, that he teasingly unveiled (with its
projected 36,000 matrix of factory installed custom option combinations) at the 'Milan
Show' three years ago.

The brave minority of pioneering souls at Juneau Avenue, who had started

preaching the gospel of "making it yours from the start", must have greeted it with
as many "hallelujahs" as the naysayers did with fear.

In 2009, at the height of the downturn, the quantum leap that has seen the center
of market-share gravity shift from Japan to European and American manufacturers
was already in-play, but those who had been dragging their feet at Harley-Davidson
must have been left with nowhere to hide.

As "motorcycles of character" (or the "Premium Market" as Harley Europe
Managing Director Rob Lindley termed it) ate the ground from under the Japanese
manufacturers, the H-D1 program became and remains (so far) the highest profile

(but not the only) manifestation of the new "unleash
your inner custom" culture that now has a firm foothold
established as one of the primary weapons with which
Harley seek to exploit the processes of change that are
taking place in the market.

T he challenge for Harley is now to allow itself to
succumb to the inevitable with the minimum time-

loss possible, and fully embrace the 'new path' in as
holistic a way as possible.

From engineering to marketing, from expansion of self-select "your bike, your way"
options, right through to outreach, crowd-source and custom-oriented, customer-
facing event opportunities, the time frame available for Harley-Davidson to make the
ground its own, is strictly time-limited. 

Harley-Davidson has positioned itself for the "Premium Market" superbly. It is a
market in which the values, references and mind-sets that are driving ownership and
riding experience expectations are being fashioned on the altar of individual
expression in a peer group review context.

Right now Harley can still make BMW pay for the hesitation it has shown since
that 2009 unveiling, and leave the likes of Triumph, Polaris, Ducati, Moto Guzzi, and
the Japanese manufacturers trailing.

Harley has its brand. In its H.O.G. members it has its tribe. Initiatives such as the
'Fit Shop', the online 'Bike Builder' tool, and the pedigree the company has already
given itself through its innovative events programs, including custom competition
involvements, must now be banked.

Harley-Davidson must take the unique ownership experience qualities it has
amassed to its brand and make as much of the market for those riding expectations
"theirs from the start" before the newly emerging generation(s)
of consumers have choice.

COMMENT

Harley-Davidson must finish
what they have started

make it
yours from
the start

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    
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VANCE & Hines has announced
the appointment of Paul
Langley as the company’s new
President effective 1st
September 2012. In turn, Terry
Vance will move to the role of
chairman, having served as the
company’s president since its
founding over thirty years ago.
Langley has served most
recently as Senior Vice-
President of Sales and
Marketing at Vance & Hines, as
well as overseeing the
development of its newest
manufacturing facilities and
race programs in Brownsburg,
Indiana. Prior to joining Vance &
Hines in 2005, Langley,
originally from the United
Kingdom, served as a Senior
Vice-President at Dynojet
Research, having played an
instrumental role in the
company’s global expansion and
its transition to a publicly
traded enterprise.
Having founded Vance & Hines
with long-time business partner
Byron Hines in 1979, Terry Vance
has led the company from its
start-up as a two-man operation

to its current capacity of
over 250,000 square feet
of manufacturing space
with over 500
employees.
“I have enjoyed the
unique privilege of
building this company
and brand from the
ground up. Beyond
everything we have
achieved on the
racetrack, this company
stands as the proudest
accomplishment of my
career,” said Vance on
the announcement of his
successor. “Like myself, Paul has
more than three decades of
experience in this business, and
there isn’t another person in
this industry that I have more
confidence in as I hand over the
baton of day-to-day operations
going forward.”  
In his new role as Chairman,
Vance will continue to focus on
next generation products as
well as guiding the direction of
the company as it moves ahead
to meet the challenges of the
future.

“Terry has built a company that
stands as a benchmark for the
motorcycle aftermarket in all

respects. I am keenly aware of
this and firmly committed to
ensuring that Terry and Byron’s
legacy will endure as the
company progresses in the
years that lie ahead,” stated
Langley on the announcement
of his appointment.
Vance & Hines produces a wide
range of performance exhaust
systems for all categories of
motorcycles, from touring bikes
and cruisers to sportbikes and
dirtbikes, as well as a full line of
electronic tuning products,
including Fuelpak and
Throttlepak.

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, 
California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

Ex DynoJet man Paul Langley takes over
from founder Terry Vance as president of
the business he founded with Byron
Hines in 1979

Paul Langley appointed President of Vance & Hines

mailto:sales@vanceandhines.com
http://www.vanceandhines.com
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RINEHART Racing has
announced that it will stop
using Custom Chrome (CCI) to
sell its exhaust products for
Harley-Davidsons. From the
start of January 2013, sales of
Rinehart Racing will go dealer
direct with its sales. All products
will be sold directly by phone,
Rinehart’s internet dealer
portal, and via email or fax to 
Rinehart Racing. 
“Rinehart Racing and Custom
Chrome have profited from a

distribution relationship for the
past three years. However, the
time has now come to embrace
the growing trend of direct
sales to our dealer network,”
said Judd Hollifield, CEO of
Rinehart Racing. “Rinehart
Racing is confident that we can
provide premium service and
support to our valued dealers
over the coming months and
years. Our team is equipped to
handle orders and technical
related questions as well as

provide superior customer
service. During recent years
Rinehart Racing has
aggressively worked on
expanding their corporate
infrastructure and our product
line. We will continue to
capitalize on the success we
have achieved and develop our
direct dealer network.”

RINEHART RACING
Asheville, North Carolina, USA
Tel: 828 350 7653
rinehartracing@charter.net
www.rinehartracing.com

Rinehart Racing no longer
with Custom Chrome

LEHMAN Trikes has returned to full
operation production and is fulfilling
orders for Harley-Davidson, Honda,
Kawasaki and Suzuki conversions. The
company had suspended its operations
in March 2012 while in search of a
qualified investor, which it found with
Craig Arrojo, CEO of Champion
Investments Inc. and Champion Trikes.
He acquisitioned the company’s assets

and began a phased-in return of full
operations that began in June. 

“We are very excited about the re-
establishment of this exceptional
company and have been working
diligently and ambitiously for several
months reinstating staff, vendors, and
production,” said Mr Arrojo.

New product development is said to
be underway for Lehman Trikes USA

and details of new products are
expected shortly.

LEHMAN TRIKES USA
Spearfish, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 642 2111
info@lehmantrikes.com
www.lehmantrikes.com

Lehman Trikes resumes operations

TERRY Components has
announced that it has reached an

agreement with Rick Ball / RC
Components to sell the TV-

3 fuel management
system to the
Bowling Green,
Kentucky based
company. 
Following the
completion of
the sale the
fuel controller

will be known as
the RC Components

RCXCelerator and will be
relaunched with upgrades and
improved performance.
Terry Components will continue
its existing product line as well
as the development of new
products to include ‘High Torque’
starter motors and super-flex
battery cables. 

TERRY COMPONENTS
Spearfish, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 642 5300
kterry@terrycomp.com
www.terrycomp.com

TV-3 becomes
RCXCelerator
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THE report, based on Robert 
W. Baird’s* July/August 2012
Harley-Davidson authorized
dealer business performance
survey, shows dealers saying
that retail store traffic and
new bike sales were “below
expectations.”
New bike sales are reported as

being between 3 and 5 percent
down in early third quarter trading,
slowing from the strong growth (up
12 percent) in the first half of 2012.
Dealers cited the economy and

weather as potential causes, with
many also noting that the later
release of MY2013 bikes as a
factor, and therefore anticipating
a pick-up in sales after the new
mod e l  s h i pm e n t s  s t a r t e d
arriving.
Dealers also reported that used

b i ke  s a l e s  we r e  “be l ow
expectation” but, unlike new bike
sales, were actually up between 4
and 6 percent.
Dealers say that they think

inventory levels have been too low
during the period - both in terms of
new and used bikes.
Over 40 percent of dealers report

that they are selling at or above
MSRP, compared to 51 percent in
May, 37 percent in February, and 32
percent in November last year.
Some 82 percent of dealers are
reporting that credit availability
has remained stable or improved
slightly.
The consensus view to emerge

for 2012 and 2013 is one of mid
single digit percentage growth in
new unit sales.
One dealer surveyed said that

“the season started strong, but
petered out in June and has been
poor since then”, and another
reported that their store had been
“quite busy in May and June, but it
slowed up in July and August.”
Referencing store traffic, one

dealer reported that “traffic is
down. We have had many weeks
this summer where traffic was
down over 20 percent”, while
another said that “traffic was
down, but bike sales were level [on
last year]” and that ”we are seeing
purchases for as many used bikes
as we are new models.”
Overall there appears to be a

recognition that “the economy is
coming back round again” and that
“used sales are up and strong”,
“used bikes are hot”, “used bike
sales are definitely up.”

One dealer remarked that
“internet sales, Craiglist [and such
like] are impacting retail sales”,
and another that they were seeing
“lower amounts of touring riders”,
while another noted that “traffic is
down YTD, but there seems to be a
higher percentage of qualified
customers coming in.”
Based on Harley data and

Baird’s own research assumptions
the average U.S. dealer had 56
bikes at the end of quarter 2, and
still wanted more inventory despite
bikes shipped per dealer being up.
Having grown 6 percent in 2011

(152,000 motorcycles according to
company data), Baird say that they
are expecting to see U.S.
authorized Harley-Davidson dealer
retail to be a further 7 percent up
in 2012, to 162,000 units.

* Founded in 1919, Robert W. Baird are an employee-owned wealth management, capital markets, asset management and private equity firm, with some $94 billion in client
assets that is headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
This survey was conducted in the second half of August 2012 with the results being published on August 31st 2012.
If you would like a full copy of the report, or are an authorized Harley-Davidson dealer (anywhere in the world) who would like to register to participate in future surveys, you
can e-mail with Baird Senior Analyst and resident Harley-Davidson research specialist Craig Kennison - ckennison@rwbaird.com

AMD/Baird survey shows Harley dealer retail growth
slower in 3rd quarter with new and used 
inventory levels “too low”

NADA quarterly Harley-Davidson used bike values January 2002 to September 2012
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THIS year saw the 15th
anniversary of Harley-Davidson’s
European Bike Week at Lake Faak,
Austria, a week after the
Milwaukee Rally kicked-off a year
of 110th anniversary celebrations.
Some 80,000 people are thought to

have attended what has become
Europe’s largest free outdoor rally,
with an estimated 20,000 motorcycles
joining the Saturday Ride-Out alone!
Featuring aftermarket as well as

Harley-Davidson ‘villages’, EBW has

become the primary season
ender/starter for the custom market in
Europe, as riders enjoy what is often
the last of the (mostly) reliably good
weather, and the custom industry
starts to gear-up for the season ahead.
This was the 4th year that Harley-

Davidson’s Ride-In Custom Bike Show
has been an AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building affiliate event, and a larger
than usual entry showcasing what was
widely said to be the highest standard

of bikes seen in recent years, made
judging (by a VIP industry panel) the
Harley factory platform based classes
tougher than ever.
The AMD World Championship

affiliate prize, sponsored by Harley-
Davidson, was for the best modified
Harley-Davidson and that win went to
Big Twin Class winner Roland
Kauselmann, who will receive free
entry and expenses to compete at the
10th annual  AMD World
Championship at the all-new BIG BIKE

EUROPE expo at Essen, Germany, in
May 2013.
A second affiliate prize was

awarded to Michael Neumann, winner
of the Radical (FreeStyle) class. 

H-D AMD World Championship affiliate
custom bike show at European Bike Week

Big Dog: Big Dog branded motorcycles may be about to make a come back,
as a result of a deal being worked on by a former Big Dog Motorcycles
employee and a former European representative. They are looking to license
the brand name from the administrators of the former Wichita, Kansas BDM 
manufacturing business and bring back bikes based on former Big Dog
models under the “Kansas Motorcycle Works” name. As with the chopper 
seen here, the first “Kansas Motorcycle Works” built model, there will 
be one model wich will be engineered to meet road going regulatory 
requirements worldwide.  The first-of-the-kind S&S 111” softail style 
chopper, with a 250 rear end, is presently undergoing homologation in 
Europe, hoping to be able to make formal announcements in the next few 
weeks or months. The objective is to produce “platform bikes” that are 
affordable and that provide owners with a canvas on which to design and 
customise the bike of their choices; www.bigdogmotorcycles.com

Faak am See, Austria - September 7th, 2012

Rick’s Motorcycles: Best known for their custom wheels and fat rear end
programs originally, Rick’s, of Baden-Baden, Germany, became an authorized
Harley-Davidson dealer three years ago, but owner Patrick Knoerzer has
continued to develop his aftermarket parts product line, with new controls
being the latest addition; www.ricks-motorcycles.com

Thunderbike: European Bike Week is operated by Harley-Davidson Europe
and is the largest free access motorcycle rally in Europe. As such it attracts
dozens of authorized dealers (and aftermarket vendors) as exhibitors, and
among them were the 2012 AMD World Champions, Custom bike builders

Thunderbike of Hamminkeln, Germany, whose limited edition “Weltmeister”
Tee-shirts were the hottest selling souvenir item at the event;

www.thunderbike.de

The World Championship affiliate prize
for the Best Modified Harley-Davidson
went to Roland Kauselmann (on bike),
who will receive free entry and expenses
to compete at next year’s World
Championship in Essen
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THE American Labor Day
holiday weekend at the end
of August and beginning of

September saw the AMD World
Championship program make its
debut at arguably its most
prestigious venue yet.
The Harley-Davidson Museum in

downtown Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
hosted the Milwaukee Rally 110th
anniversary year kick-off party, and
among the features for visitors was a
two-day AMD World Championship

affiliate program 'ProShow', followed
by the one-day Harley-Davidson Ride-
In custom bike show.
Some 24 selected customs in four

classes competed for $7,000 cash
prizes offered by Harley-Davidson, in
addition to the prestige of being on
show at the Harley-Davidson museum
campus. 
The winner of the FreeStyle class

also scooped a place on 'TEAM USA'
to compete at the AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building, which is now being staged at
the all new BIG BIKE EUROPE expo at
Essen, in Germany, in May each year.
That winner was Jon Shipley of

Hoosier Daddy Choppers (Bloomfield,
Indiana) with 'Whiskey Bent', the
1000cc 1977 Ironhead Sportster
engined prostreet rigid, a collaboration
with Dirty South Choppers, with which
he had taken 10th place at the AMD
World Championship at Sturgis just

three weeks earlier.

The top cash prize of $3,000, and an
opportunity to have his bike on

display at the museum for a week, was
taken by Steve Iacona of Brooklyn, New
York, with 'Challenger', the 1996
1200cc Sportster-engined Modified
Harley-Davidson with which he had
taken second place in the Mod Harley
class at the AMD World Championship
at Sturgis in 2011, and with which he
won the Mod Harley Class at
Milwaukee.
The Performance Custom class win

in the competitor and VIP Guest
judged AMD ProShow went to Boyd
Dingman (Dingman Collision Center,
Omaha, Nebraska) with 'Streaker II';
the Retro-Mod class win went to Gio
Giovanni (Blacksmith Motoring Co.,
Round Lake Beach, Illinois) with 'El
Vaquero', a 1977 Honda GL 1000 that
was also seen at the AMD World
Championship at Sturgis in 2011.

AMD makes 'ProShow' debut
at Harley-Davidson Museum,
Milwaukee

In addition to $3,000
cash and the

opportunity to have his
bike on display at the

museum, Modified
Harley-Davidson class
winner Steve Iacona
also scooped one of
Harley-Davidson's
120R race engines

Seen here with Harley-Davidson's Steve Earnshaw (second from right), Bob
Kay (far right), and the other class winners, Jon Shipley won the FreeStyle
Class, and with it a place on 'TEAM USA' to compete against the world's
finest custom bikes at the 10th annual AMD World Championship of Custom
Bike Building at the all-new Big Bike Europe expo at Essen, in Germany in
May next year (www.AMDChampionship.com, www.BigBikeEurope.com)
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Next year the AMD ProShow will return to the
Harley-Davidson Museum campus in downtown
Milwaukee as one of the visitor features for the
110th Anniversary celebration weekend
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40 years in the saddle
When it comes to custom saddles for Harley-Davidsons, there is one name that always gets

mentioned – Le Pera. Now celebrating its 40th year in business, the company remains family run
and continues to produce quality, hand-made seats, as Christine and Bob Le Pera Jr. explain

I N 1972 Bob Le Pera made the
decision to concentrate on making
custom seats for motorcycles,

having previously specialized in custom
upholstery in cars. Now 40 years on, the
Le Pera name is synonymous with
custom seats for Harley-Davidsons,
with a second generation of the Le Pera
family taking the business forward.

Bob’s career started when he was a
youngster in his Mom’s and Dad’s family owned
leather shop. As a young teen he was already
making exotic watch bands, belts and wallets,
his talents far exceeding his young age.

Bob’s leather crafting skills took a turn to
something a bit more personal in the late
‘50s/early ‘60s. With his passion for anything
with four wheels, he set out to replace the
stock interior of his beloved super-charged
Studebaker Lark. He accomplished this with
incredible results. As is so often the case,
Bob’s friends saw the work he had done to his
car and asked him to do the same for them.
This he did and so much more. Working from
his parent’s garage he went on to create tuck
and roll door panels, diamond stitched seats
and numerous other custom interiors on
friend’s hot rods.

Word quickly spread about the work Bob
was doing, and before long he was not

only doing hot rod interiors, he was
retrimming gullwing-door Mercedes Benz
300SL coupes and other exotic automobiles.
With a growing portfolio and a strong
reputation Bob made the move from his
parents’ garage and on to the shop of famous
drag racer and auto upholsterer Tony Nancy.
During his time working with Nancy in the
late ‘60s, Bob was responsible for trimming
cars belonging to some of Hollywood’s greats
such as Steve McQueen and James Gardner.
He was even responsible for hand-lacing the

Words by Duncan Moore -
duncan@dealer-world.com
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Bob Le Pera began
work with leather

as a child in his
parents’ business

before he moved on
to car interiors and
then the motorcycle
seats for which he

became famous
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steering wheels for both the Mustang and
Charger used in the iconic movie ‘Bullet’. 

A s the ‘70s rolled in and the Chopper scene
began to gain popularity, Bob saw an

opportunity to get his work seen by a wider
audience, as, unlike a car’s interior, a
motorcycle seat is always on show. By the
early ‘70s Bob was once again working for
himself. Both Bob's son and daughter, Bob Le
Pera Jr. and Christine, who now run Le Pera
Enterprises, take up the story of how their
father’s business really took off: “He got a
small contract to produce a batch of high
back Chopper seats – what are now known as
traditional King and Queen style seats. He
took on that job and did it out of his
girlfriend’s garage. By 1972 he made the
move to his own dedicated shop, and that

was when the company as it is today began.
At that point he no longer worked on cars, it
was strictly motorcycles.” 

Alongside Harley-Davidsons, Bob Snr was
making seats for Honda and Yamaha models,
too. In fact, as Bob Jr. explains: “We still have
the molds for them, big double bucket style
seats we made in the ‘70s.” However, by the
time the decade drew to a close, the business
was focused almost exclusively on the
stronger than ever Harley market. That is not
to say that the company’s history is not
important to Bob Jr., who, like his sister, has
been immersed in the business since he was
a teenager. Very much like Bob did at his
parents’ leather goods shop, Bob Jr. and
Christine started with the manufacturing of
the actual product. Christine explains:

“When we started working with our Dad, we
started at the bottom and had to work our
way up. We were taught how everything
works; we learned all of the ins and outs and
the way the business runs.” 

“We still follow our tradition, and even
though our Dad is no longer with us, he still
influences what we do,” says Bob Jr. “We still
use many of the seat pans he created as the
foundation for our new seats.” A perfect
example of this would be our new Buddy Boy
solos. We started with our small spring-
mounted solo pan Bob created back in the ‘70s
and we developed an entirely new seat by
redesigning the foam with more of a lip for
more support and a completely new look.”

Along with keeping certain lines in
constant production, Bob Jr. also looks to his
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The ‘Villain’ is one of the many seats that Bob Le
Pera Jr. has created carrying on his father’s legacy

LePera's Signature II two-piece
seat for rigid framed bikes is

one of their early designs that
has never left production. A
true piece of LePera history

Bob Jr. has followed in his father’s
footsteps, taking on the design of
new seats for the family business

>>>
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family’s past for new design ideas, one
example being the use of metal flake in the
seats, and he says: “We have been doing
metal flake seats for many years, and now the
Motor Company is getting into metal flake
paint, which is cool. 15 years ago I designed
seats with an inlay of metal flake flames, and
I used my Dad’s old stock of metal flake vinyl
from the ‘70s to make those seats. There were
three rolls of it sitting at the back of the shop
unused for years.”

Metal flake may be back in fashion, but it
is not the only choice of finish offered by Le
Pera. “We offer all kinds of colors, exotics,
stitch patterns and Old School options,” says
Christine. 

“My brother created a bunch of custom
designs in the ‘90s. Among them were the

The Bare Bones was first created by Bob Jr. in the early ‘90s Like the Bare Bones, the Silhouette is another of Bob
Jr.’s early designs that remain in production today

Bob Snr.
continued to test
his seat designs
by riding as
much as possible
whenever his
busy schedule
allowed time

Bob Jr. and Christine Le
Pera are taking the

family business forward
as it celebrates 40 years

of making custom
motorcycle seats

>>>
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Silhouette and the Bare Bones. Two years ago
he came up with the Villain, which is unlike
anything else on the market. Originally it was
just for Touring bikes, but demand went crazy
and now everybody wants it for Sportsters,
Dynas and Softails. We also do a wider version
and a solo version. Our new Nomad is another
seat to keep an eye out for. 
“Our innovation and style help to set us

apart. We’ve been around for 40 years, and
are truly grateful to be able to say that. We
are celebrating our past and look forward to
the future,” is how Christine sums up the
continued success of Le Pera. 

Together Bob Jr. and Christine are carrying
on the name and tradition. Wait to see what
Le Pera has in store for the next 20 years! •

LE PERA ENTERPRISES
North Hollywood,
California, USA
info@lepera.com
www.lepera.com

Traditional designs have always
been in the Le Pera range since
starting with a King and Queen
seat, and today metal flake
once again becoming popular
as Harley uses the finish on
some of its 2013 models

Bob Jr. and Christine Le Pera put the success of the family business
today down to the lessons they learnt from their father as they were
involved in the company from a young age

<<<
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L E Mans corporation,
parent company of Parts
Unlimited and Drag

Specialties, staged their annual
National Vendor Presentations
at Madison, Wisconsin, at the
end of August, and as usual it
was followed by a two-day
Dea le r  ShowCase  -  an
opportunity for Le Mans
vendors to show new products
and established best-sellers to
the distributor’s Mid West
dealers.

Staged some 30 miles from their
headquarters warehouse complex at
Janesville, Wisconsin, the NVP is a
series of seminar style presentations
for Parts Unlimited and Drag
Specialties inside and outside sales
representatives. They are able to take
briefings on the products that they
will be selling in the coming season.

The Dealer ShowCase is a trade
expo style opportunity for dealers
and sales representatives to meet
with a wider selection of vendors,
and as the last in a sequence of four
distributor dealer events in July and
August, always marks a valuable
opportunity to take the pulse of the
market on a moving forward basis.

This year the dealer attendance at

Madison was clearly substantially
increased over the last few years and
the general view among the vendors
I spoke with was very positive about
business prospects for 2013.

Most vendors have now had a
sequence of at least two years of
seeing sales, or profits, or both,

increase from the darkest days of the
downturn in 2009 and 2010. While
everyone accepts that there has
been improvement, no question
about that, everyone I spoke with
also accepts that recovery is still
‘fragile’ and regional in character,
and that the selling ‘season’ very

much remains a “tale of two
halves”.

Many vendors are pointing to the
upcoming presidential election as
having a big bearing on just how
well they do in 2013. The theory put
forward (not least by Le Mans CEO
Fred Fox himself in referencing his
purchase order intentions for later in
the year) is that the vendor
community is looking for a business-
friendly election result in November,
and that, should they get it, then the
market would finally judge that

Drag Specialties Dealer Showcase
Madison, Wisconsin,
August 25th - 26th

Klock Werks: Brian Klock’s ‘Flare’
windshield program has been very
successful in recent years, and with
touring accessories still the hot-
ticket for dealers right now, he has
been adding further accessories,
including the new GPS holder and
pouch seen installed here, which is
designed to fit neatly into the
unused void above the instruments
and behind the screen, keeping the
display conveniently in sight
without reducing rider view;
www.kustombaggers.com

K&N Engineering: Latest additions to K&N’s cotton-gauze air filter program
include OE replacement fitments for 2011 and up Harley Blackline and 2008
to ‘11 Crossbones models. K&N’s pleated media filtration technology is said
to deliver improved throttle response and service interval duration;
www.knfilters.com

Kuryakyn: the Minnesota based
accessory and performance parts
specialist continues to add new
designs to its program - latest news
include additions to its top selling
lines of lights and Bagger
accessories; www.kuryakyn.com

www.AMDchampionship.com

Cycle Shack: You don’t get to celebrate 40 years in the motorcycle exhausts
business (the San Francisco specialist was founded in 1971) without keeping
your product offer fresh, and in recent years Cycle Shack have been among
the first exhaust manufacturers to receive CARB Executive Orders for late-
model Tourer OE replacement exhausts; www.cycle-shack.com

>>>
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it had reason and opportunity for an
increased sense of “enthusiasm and
energy”.

Indeed Fox himself stated quite
clearly that, should the election go
the way he hoped (Mitt Romney’s
Vice Presidential running mate Paul
Ryan is from Janesville, Wisconsin),
then his vendors should be prepared
for a massive increase in his
company’s purchase orders as soon
as the result is known because, like
many in the American business
community, and like many markets in

America, he believes that there is a
dam of uncertainty holding back real
growth in America, and that a
‘business-friendly’ result could see a
tsunami of confidence make 2013 a
banner year in recent terms.

Another hot subject at the show,
and one that also has Fox’s
fingerprints all over it, is the state of
the trade show market in the United
States.

As previously reported he pulled
his company out of the ‘Indy’ Dealer
Expo in February 2013 (Drag

Specialties are believed to be still
backing the V-Twin Expo) in favor of
adding West Coast and East Coast
versions of the Madison showcase,
events at which his dealers could
have enhanced contact and buying
opportunities with his own vendors.

A t the time of the Madison show,
news was just starting to

emerge about Dealer Expo
Advanstar’s decision to stage two
such Indianapolis events in 2013 in
advance of abandoning the Spring
date altogether in 2014 in favor of

October - a move believed to be
triggered by the threat that the new
Orlando, Florida based AIME in
October 2013 is believed to pose to
the long-term viability of their own
event.

Fox has yet to announce a
commitment to the new event
(AIME), but his absence from the
February and October ‘Indy’ Dealer
Expo timings in favor of Spring
dating for his own new dealer
shows is being seen as an important
signal that Advanstar’s

Rivera Primo: The Californian belt-drive manufacturer and performance parts
and accessory distributor continues to develop its offer, with latest additions
including further new LED lighting options and a Brute II Extreme fully
enclosed 1.5 inch ‘Polychain Super Belt’ primary for bored or stroked four
speed knuckleheads, pans and shovels (1937 - 1984). It works with the stock
tin or aluminum inner/outer covers and is available with or without Rivera
Primo’s Pro Clutch; www.riveraprimoinc.com

Wild 1/Chubbys: New from the Californian custom handlebar manufacturer
are 11⁄2 inch tall Stubby Springer Risers for apehangers in show chrome or
satin black, and 2 inch pullback raisers for 11⁄4 inch bars (including Screamin’
Eagle springer models) that are a ‘reverse mount’ design for 61⁄8 inch short or
71⁄4 inch tall set-ups; www.wild1inc.com

Memphis Shades: The Rossville, Tennessee based manufacturer has added a
“booster wing” design feature accessory to the top of its Memphis Fats
windshield program. The design of the compound curve airfoil is said to
boost the airstream upward because the venturi action it creates speeds up
the airstream while smoothing the airflow. This is said to be of benefit for
taller riders, or allow the use of a shorter windshield with no buffeting;
www.memphisshades.com

Kibblewhite Precision Machining: The Californian valve train specialist
remains at the forefront of motorcycle valve train materials, design and
manufacturing techniques and quality with a range of valve train options
from improved life OE replacement components through to high performance
options for the most severe duty applications; www.kibblewhite.biz/guides

<<<
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publicly stated reasoning for the
switch camouflages a move that
fails to recognize the real needs of
the market.

Of  the  inc reased dea le r
attendance seen at Madison,  Greg
Blackwell, VP of Sales for Parts
Unlimited and Drag Specialties, said
that “dealers were excited to learn
about the new products offered by
our vendors, giving them an edge
over their competitors. Vendors
could sense the excitement on the
show floor, and we know that energy
will translate back to their
dealerships.”

While much remains to be seen in
terms of how the 2013 season plays
out, both in sales and show terms in
the United States, if Drag Specialties
and Parts Unlimited are a bellwether
for the market, then there is a definite
sense of optimism among their sales
staff and their vendors. With plenty of
new product on show, and a market

Daytona Twin Tec: The Florida based manufacturer says they were the first to
offer the aftermarket “Auto Tune” technology based on wide-band sensors,
and that their recently introduced TCFI Gen 4 is “smaller than ever, easier
than ever to install, easier to use than ever”, and features their most
powerful software yet. The company has also just released a version 3 of its
‘Twin Scan’ with CAN data bus for use on 2011 and later H-D fuel-injected
models to complement the Twin Scan 2’s functionality for 2001-2012 models
with the J1850 data bus; www.daytona-twintec.com

Lyndall Brakes: The Santa Ana, California manufacturer offers some of the
most advanced brake rotors on the market. Seen here, Rick Miele is showing
their ‘Apex Performance’ fully-floating  rotor. Weighing in at just 1.6 lbs, the
ultra-light friction ring has been CNC machined from “functionally gradient”
metal composite material, and flush-mounted to a 6061 T6 heat-treated
billet aluminum carrier, using Lyndall’s proprietary ‘Lug Drive’ system ;
www.lyndallracingbrakes.com

Ballistic Performance Components: The battery market is changing out of all
recognition these days, and Jerald Vascoe, Director of Business Development
for the Houston, Texas based manufacturer, told AMD that the lithium ferrous
energy storage technology used in their range of EVO2 powersports industry
application performance batteries has resulted in designs that are said to be
up to 80 percent/10 lbs lighter than some stock batteries, and offer a service
life that can be up to twice that of a lead acid battery. Sold with a 3 year
warranty, the completely dry technology means that batteries can be
mounted in any direction. Designed, developed and assembled in the USA,
they are claimed to be non-toxic, recyclable, air-freight friendly, and impact
and water resistant; www.ballisticonline.com

JIMS-USA: From specialty tools to air-cooled performance v-twin engines,
the Camarillo, Califonia headquartered manufacturer was founded in 1967
by Jim Theissen (Sales Manager Denise Hughes seen here) and has been
Harley-Davidson’s vendor-of-choice for Screamin’ Eagle performance
program engines for more than a decade now. This year saw JIMS go
seriously large with the introduction of their 45⁄8 inch stroke, 4.310 inch bore
(2,212 cc/135 inch) Twin Cam race engine - with its “bragging rights rich”
signature right-side drive ‘Clarity’ cam cover; www.jimsusa.com

James Gaskets: Have you got the
board? Ralph Smith and Tami Smith
have gasket board options for even
the busiest and most demanding of
workshops - the James program is
internationally respected for its
quality and their gasket board
stocking program helps you make
sure that the most commonly used
and all imporatant specialty gaskets
and seals are within arm’s reach;
www.jamesgaskets.com

<<<

LA Choppers: Bought by Tolemar Inc., the company that owns noted metric
motorcycle parts specialist Baron Custom Accessories, LA Choppers (Chucky
Fryman seen here) have transitioned from custom bike builder to aftermarket
Harley-Davidson and custom v-twin parts vendor. Drag Specialties is a
primary dealer outlet for a program that ranges from performance custom
intake kits, exhausts and replacement baffles for tourers, to footrests,
controls, bars, grips, risers, fenders and body styling kits;
www.lachoppers.com
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Cometic: Founded in 1989 and based in a 70,000 sq ft manufacturing facility
near Concord, Ohio, Cometic is well known for its shelf stock, custom and
short-run gasket programs for the performance aftermarket. However, some
four years ago the company deepened its commitment to the v-twin
motorcycle market with the acquisition of Delkron Manufacturing. Noted for
their "bullet-proof" street and race application engine cases, Delkron also
offers dealers and the most demanding of high performance customers
access to a full line of Harley-Davidson aftermarket engine products
including top or bottom end kits and big bore packages; www.cometic.com,
www.delkron-mfg.com

Ness Enterprises: Cory Ness and the
team at Ness Enterprises continue
to be prolific new product
developers, with hundreds of new
parts added to their dealer program
this year alone. In addition to
further options in their popular air
cleaner program, highlights have
included lighting options, adjustable
handlebars, hidden axle fork leg
designs with contrast-cut style fork
boots, stock replacement brake
caliper bodies that accept the OE
pads, and NessTech program wheels
with matching pulleys and rotors;
www.arlenness.com

Bagger Nation: Paul Yaffe's
remarkable transition from custom
bikes and original custom accessory
designs to market leading purveyor
of "Bagger Cool" will be the subject
of a special business case study
feature in an upcoming AMD
Magazine edition. This year has seen
him make a 'big noise' in the tourer
audio system market with his deal
with Rockford Fosgate launching 3D
molded, direct bolt-on body styling
parts; www.baggernation.com

Le Pera Enterprises: Christine Le
Pera (and her brother Bob Le Pera
Jr) are celebrating the 40th
anniversary of the business their
father Bob Sr started in California in
1972, and continue to "own the
pavement" when it comes to
"Legendary" top-end, hand crafted
custom seats for "Legendary Bikes";
www.lepera.com

ThunderMax: Owner Jerry Korrect
(left, with Marketing Manager Allen

Hall) has seen the ThunderMax
become one of the top selling

aftermarket fuel injection control
systems. Said to autotune all

popular exhaust systems, eliminate
back fire, and improve throttle
response and performance, the
ThunderMax is available for all

cable and throttle-by-wire H-D EFI
engines; www.thunder-max.com

Hogtunes: The Canadian highperformance audio specialist has won cudos for
its web-based "System Builder" tool, that allows dealers to build and order
the ideal audio system for their customers' bikes. New products this year
have included the 'Hog-Pod" windshield pouch, a direct replacement speaker
kit for 1986-96 Ultra and Electra Glide classics, a bolt-on audio kit for use
with Memphis Shades windshields, and their NCA 70.2 140 watt 2-channel
amplifier and speaker kit. Owner 'Pez' Pesdirz (left) says that all their
products are tested and calibrated for best possible model-specific wind,
engine and exhaust noise performance and are designed to be 100 percent
plug and play; www.hogtunes.com

www.AMDchampionship.com

Custom Cycle Engineering: Under the sure
footed guidance of Rick Whitehead (seen here
left), CCE has been at the forefront of parts
design since the days of the legendary Randy
Smith - he of finned primaries and covers fame.
Randy started the business in 1967 and sold it
to Randy and his brother Jim Whitehead's Dew
Mfg operation in 1989. Themselves noted as
manufacturers of fork extension tubes (their
own aftermarket pedigree dates back to 1971),
CCE parts come with a design and development
heritage that was forged in the emergence of
chopper culture;
www.customcycleengineering.com

Vance & Hines: Never a company to stand still where new product
introductions are concerned, the market leading exhaust manufacturer has
announced that former DynoJet and Vance & Hines Motorsports man Paul
Langley is taking over the reins as President at the Yorba Linda, California
headquartered manufacturer from co-founder Terry Vance;
www.vanceandhines.com
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that has now achieved sustainability
in its focus on workshop and service
staples, performance, and bolt-on
accessories, there do indeed appear
to be positive signals for the year
ahead. •
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Vision headlights
PERFORMANCE Machine is offering a range of
headlights that feature halogen technology. 
Alongside the halogen technology used in the Vision
lights, Performance Machine also includes a
diamond reflector lens.
The Vision headlights are available in five styles
(Crossbar, Merc, Grill, Apex and Clean) and three
finishes (chrome, black anodized or Contrast Cut. 

PERFORMANCE MACHINE
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 3000
sales@performancemachine.com
www.performancemachine.com

RC Components’ latest exhaust, released under the RCX haust
brand name, is the 4in RCX slip-on muffler for ‘95 onward
Touring models.  

The slip-ons, previously only available in chrome, are now
being offered with a black ceramic coating. Internally, the slip-
ons have a straight through louvered core, said to increase
horsepower. There is a choice of 18 different CNC billet end
caps available to fit the mufflers.

No tuning is said to be required if the factory air cleaner is

used. For additional horsepower the company’s Airstrike air
cleaner and RCX-Celerator fuel management system can be
used in conjunction with the RCX haust RCX slip-ons.

RC COMPONENTS
Bowling Green, Kentucky, USA
Tel: 270 842 6000
rcc@rccomponents.com
www.rccomponents.com

RCX haust Flatline slip-on mufflers

BDL’S Competitor clutch is said to create smooth, positive
engagement regardless of the size of the engine it is connected
to, or the motor’s output.

The CC130BB clutch assembly has been designed for
Big Twins ’98 - ’10, and similar models are available for other
H-D machines and customs using H-D based clutches and
drives, featuring BDL’s Ball Bearing Lock-Up clutch.
Additionally, the kit includes Kevlar plates with a claimed 60
percent more clutch surface than OEM units.

BELT DRIVES LTD
Orange, California, USA
Tel: 714 685 3333
info@beltdrives.com
www.beltdrives.com

Belt Drives Competitor clutch
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MIKUNI has made available a rebuild kit for its
HSR42/45 flatslide performance carburetors. 

The Mikuni HKS-016 rebuild kit for the HSR 42/45
carb contains all the necessary parts to rebuild one
carburetor with all the gaskets, seals, and O-rings
needed, plus specialty parts that may wear out or
clog up with old fuel over time like the float needle
valve assembly, plus new float bowl screws for re-
assembly. 

MIKUNI AMERICAN CORPORATION
Northridge, California, USA
Tel: 818 885 1242
www.mikunipower.com

Mikuni
HSR42/45
rebuild kits

MAG Europe now has the newest exhaust
system from Roland Sands Design available
– the Slant 2-into-1 for use on ’04 – ’13
Sportsters. The new system will fit bikes
with standard mid controls and some
aftermarket rear sets only, but will not work
with stock forward controls.
The Slant is being offered in two versions,
both made from stainless steel. One option
is stainless steel with a carbon fiber end cap,
and the other is finished in a satin black
ceramic coating and with a carbon end cap.
The header pipes on the system are stepped
from 1.75in to 2.0in and have 18mm O2

sensor bungs. There is a heat shield for the
rear cylinder and collector inlet, and
fiberglass and SS wool is used for the baffle
material. Exhaust port gaskets are included.

MAG EUROPE LTD
Denton, Manchester, UK
Tel: +44 (0)161 337 4390
sales@mageurope.eu
www.mageurope.eu

RSD Slant 2-into-1 exhaust system

Sinister front
fender for
26in wheels

www.AMDchampionship.com

SINISTER Industries is manufacturing front fenders
for use with 26in wheels. The fenders are made from
composite material that is said to be unbreakable.
The fenders, available in smooth or ribbed styles,
require neck rake modifications for proper clearance
and appearance. 

JOHN SHOPE’S SINISTER INDUSTRIES
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 623 465 5263
john@sinisterindustries.com
www.sinisterindustries.com
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GRANUCCI has created a seat for use on the
Harley-Davidson Blackline.
Available with various coverings, including
vintage leather, the seat is characterized by
a lower outline compared to the original
seat. It has a high density foam filling and is
also available with comfort-gel.

GRANUCCI SEATS
Varese, ITALY
Tel: +39 0332 280429 (from US dial 01139)
info@granucciseats.com
www.granucciseats.com

Granucci
Blackline seat

DRAG Specialties newest own brand part is a 16in
chrome rim. The 16 x 3.5in side metal valve, 40-spoke
DOT-approved rim laces to OEM-type hubs.  It uses
the same spoke sets as the Drag Specialties custom
spun rims and Excel aluminum rims. 

The illuminated handlebar switch kits from Drag
Specialties feature LED illuminated switch caps. The
switches have color-coded 48in leads with black
protective covers and are available in chrome and
black. 

Die-cast aluminum is used in the construction of
Drag Specialties primary covers for use on ’04 – ‘13
XL models. Supplied without inspection and derby
covers, the primary covers are available in chrome or
black satin finishes.

Drag Specialties’ spark plugs, available in OEM
heat ranges, have a unique look with a black ceramic
body and a bold red logo/script. The insulator is made
of 95 percent pure alumina and features a claimed

strong resistance to heat shock and superior
insulation. The multi-rib design of the insulator is said
to eliminate flashover, while the nickel-plated
housing prevents oxidation and corrosion. The multi-
layer gaskets and heat-crimping process provide a
leak-free, gas-tight fit. Copper core electrode
prevents oxidation and corrosion, has good electrical
and heat conductivity and creates long spark plug
service life.

DRAG SPECIALITIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Increase in range of own
parts by Drag Specialties

The 16in chrome
rim can be laced
to 40-hole OEM-
type hubs

LEDs are used to illuminate
the switches for stock controls

The own brand
spark plugs from
Drag Specialties
have a unique
look with a
black ceramic
body and a bold
red logo/script

Drag Specialties primary cover for XL models can
be ordered in black or chrome finishes

mailto:info@granucciseats.com
http://www.granucciseats.com
mailto:drag@dragspecialties.com
http://www.dragspecialties.com
http://www.stddevelopment.com
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CORBIN has re-engineered its Dual Tour saddle
in order to make it available for the entire
Harley-Davidson range of motorcycles. 
Designed to give riders increased levels of
comfort, the saddle features a new seat cover
design in leather and ergonomically designed
seating for maximum weight dispersion. Each
seating area is sculpted for proper weight
distribution. Generously contoured platforms

are said to eliminate hot spots and centralized
pressure that causes discomfort. 
Underneath the covering Corbin’s ‘Comfort Cell’
foam material is used to give a firm support
that conforms to the rider’s body. The Dual Tour
also offers the option of electric seat heaters
and removable backrests in both front and rear.

The Corbin backrests are fully adjustable and a
single backrest can be transferred from front to
back as needed. 
The passenger seating area on the Dual Tour
works with virtually any configuration on H-D
baggers including the Electra-Glide’s King Tour-
Pak, Chopped Tour-Pak, Razor-Pak, the H-D
detachable sissy bar system or with another
Corbin removable backrest in the rear. 

CORBIN 
Hollister, California, USA
Tel: 831 634 1100
corbin01@corbin.com
www.corbin.com

Corbin Dual
Tour saddle

KÜRYAKYN continues to introduce chrome parts and
accessories for Harley-Davidsons, and the latest parts
release includes upper saddlebag filler panels. The
new, chrome or black, pieces smooth and cover the
upper shock mounts, air line and gap between the
fender and saddlebag lids. The covers are held in
place by 3M VHB adhesive tape, and fit stock ’09 -
’12 Street Glide and ’10 - ’12 Road Glide Custom
models, or bikes equipped with H-D two-point or
Küryakyn backrest attachment kit.

The new Premium Mini Boards from Küryakyn are
compact footboards that combine the size and
convenience of a peg with the comfort of a full-sized
floorboard.  The 5-½ x 4in boards are styled to
complement Küryakyn’s line of Trident pegs and
Premium line of boards and board inserts. They are
available to fit all H-D style male mount peg
applications (except ’11 - ‘12 XL1200C, ’10 - ’12
XL1200X and ’12 XL1200V).

Küryakyn’s billet antennas feature a rubber over-
molded spring base to allow them to flex if bumped
or hit. The 12in antennas pick up AM/FM signals and

are a direct replacement for OEM. Available in
chrome or two-tone finishes to fit ’89-’12 Electra
Glides, Road Glides, Street Glides, Tour Glides and
Trikes.

Boss Blade levers from Küryakyn have now been
improved with the addition of an adjustable clutch
lever. The unique design relocates the cable anchor
point to allow the lever to be adjusted closer to the
handlebar (up to ¾in at the tip) without affecting

clutch actuation. The levers are available to fit ’96-
’12 H-D models with a cable operated clutch (except
’04-’12 Sportsters, ’08-’12 Electra Glides, Road
Glides, Street Glides, Road Kings and Trikes).

Skeleton Hand mirrors are a new mirror option
from Küryakyn. The arm bone stem and skeleton
hand feature a movable wrist joint to provide smooth
mirror adjustment. Finish options are all black or
chrome arms and black mirror heads.

KÜRYAKYN USA
Somerset, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 247 5008
salessupport@kuryakyn.com
www.kuryakyn.com

New parts from Küryakyn

The Premium Mini Boards are compact
footboards that combine the size and
convenience of a peg with the comfort
of a full-sized floorboard

Küryakyn’s billet
antennas are a direct
replacement for OEM

The Boss Blades now feature an
adjustable clutch lever

The Skeleton Hand mirrors
from Küryakyn have a
movable wrist joint to
provide adjustment

The upper saddlebag filler panels cover the
upper shock mounts, air line, and gap
between the fender and saddlebag lids
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http://www.corbin.com
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GPR Stabilizer has designed a version of its GPRv4
steering damper that works on the Harley-Davidson
XR1200. The damper kits include a GPR billet top-
clamp, GPRv4 steering damper, and all mounting
brackets. The damper itself is the company’s
championship proven rotary design with easy access
for on-the-move adjustment. GPR Stabilizer also
suggest that in the event of a low speed spill it is less
likely to get damaged than a conventional frame
mounted linear damper.

Alongside the damper kit for the sporty
XR1200, GPR Stabilizer is offering a rotary
steering damper kit for the Street Bob. The bolt-
on kit for ’06 – ‘12 Dyna Street Bob models
includes a billet machined top clamp to replace
the stock H-D top-clamp. The top clamp is
available in natural aluminum color or black
anodized and the steering damper unit itself is
available in eight anodized colors.

GPR STABILIZER
San Diego, California, USA
Tel: 619 661 0101
loren@gprstabilizer.com
www.gprstabilizer.com

GPR steering
dampers for
H-Ds

The rotary steering damper for the XR1200 is a
championship proven design

The GPR Stabilizer steering damper for the
Street Bob is a bolt-on fitting

COVINGTONS Cycle City has launched its
new billet firewall plates. CNC machined
from billet aluminum to fit ‘09 and later
Touring models, it is available in chrome,
black with machined edges, or black with
diamond cut edges. The plates are made in
USA. 

COVINGTONS CYCLE CITY
Woodward, Oklahoma, USA
Tel: 580 256 2939
info@covingtonscyclecity.com
www.covingtonscyclecity.com

Covingtons
firewall plate

mailto:loren@gprstabilizer.com
http://www.gprstabilizer.com
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Motor Trike
electric reverse

MOTOR Trike has released an electric
reverse for its GTX and Vortex trike
conversions. The GTX conversion fits the
Harley-Davidson 1200 and 883 Sportsters,
while the Vortex conversion works with the
Victory Cross Country, Cross Country Tour,
Cross Roads and Hard-Ball.
Engineered in-house and made in the USA,
the stand-alone electric powered system
does not affect the
original transmission.

MOTOR TRIKE INC
Troup, Texas, USA
Tel: 903 842 3094
info@motortrike.com
www.motortrike.com

PAUGHCO has wishbone and straight leg chassis for
Shovelhead and Evo four- and five-speed
applications that can be ordered in a wide variety of
styles. Stock neck, chopper neck, four-speed, five-
speed, SFT, FXR, and chain or belt drive are among
the many options. The frames can be combined with
a variety of transmission and engine choices
including Shovelhead and Evo and come with or
without tank mounts for pre-1984 Fat Bob tanks.
Swingarms are not included. 
The range of 80-spoke wheels made by Paughco

includes front packages in 21 x 2.15in for use with
’89 - ‘99 single disc brakes and forks. All assemblies
come fitted with Timken bearings ready to install.
Rears come in 8.5in and 10in and carry three late

model sealed bearings, one on the brake side and
two on the pulley side (3/4in ID and 1in ID bearings
included). They are also supplied with larger 2.20in
diameter spigots for ’00 onward brake rotors and
belt pulleys, and rears are sealed in the spoke wells
for tubeless tire applications. 

PAUGHCO
Carson City, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 5738
info@paughco.com
www.paughco.com

Paughco
frame and
wheel options

ALONGSIDE the extensive range of hard parts and
accessories it carries, W&W Cycles also has a line of
service items, and included in these is the Wide Boy
folding ramp from New Age Industrial. Made in the
USA from aluminum, the ramp has a working load
of 680kg, meaning it can be used to move large bikes
such as Baggers. 

Once a bike has been loaded into a van or onto a
trailer it can be secured using the Fat Strap trailer kit
by Powertye, which is now available from W&W
Cycles. The kit includes four 38mm Fat Strap Deluxe
ratchets with ergonomic rubber handles, vinyl coated
latch hooks and sheepskin sleeves. The straps are
made from 6,000lb tested nylon webbing and
feature double security stitching throughout. Each
tie-down is rated 1,500lb. The kit is supplied in a
storage bag made of heavy-duty Cordura nylon.
Among the latest additions to the parts line at

W&W are the Hippy Killer Chopper taillights. The

universal fit lights are said to be reminiscent of the
Mastercraft taillights of the ‘70s. There is a choice
of two lens designs; ‘FU’ or ‘69’. The lights, which
measure 109mm wide, 53mm high and 42mm
deep, are supplied with mounting bolts and a
P21/5W, 12V bulb.
From the Storz selection of parts for Sportsters,

W&W Cycles has the café racer tail section. Supplied
complete with a Saddlemen seat pad, the fiberglass
unit fits 2004 onward Sportsters. 

W&W CYCLES
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
(011931 250 6116 from the US)
sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com

The Fat Strap trailer kit by Powertye has tie
downs rated at 1,500lb

The ‘FU’ is one of the two lens designs offered on
the Hippy Killer Chopper taillights

A Saddlemen seat pad is supplied with the Storz
café racer seat unit

New lines at W&W

With a weight limit of 680kg, the
New Age Industrial Wide Boy
folding ramp can be used to load
Baggers on to vans and trailers
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SADDLEMEN’S E-Pak secures to the bike’s
gas tank and allows the users a safe place
to carry small electronic devices such as a
smart phone or GPS unit. The pouch
features an electrostatic-transmitting
plastic window that allows users to operate
the touch screen on electronic devices. It is
also weather resistant and has a rubberized
backing that protects the fuel tank’s finish.
The E-Pak’s interior measures 5in long, 3.5in
wide and 0.75 in thick.

SADDLEMEN
Rancho Dominguez, California, USA
Tel: 310 638 1222 
saddlemensales@msn.com 
www.saddlemen.com

Saddlemen’s
E-Pak electronics
pouch

Victory cam cover badges
BARRACUDA Custom Accessories has launched a
line of cam cover badges that fit ’02 and onward
Victory Freedom engines. The range is made up of
five chrome designs and six black wrinkle finish
designs.

Machined from billet aluminum, the badges are
backed with  3M HI-TEMP adhesive for ease of
fitting. 

BARRACUDA CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 612 669 1758
stevem@barracudacustom.com
www.barracudacustom.com

PRECISION Billet Products (PBP) has introduced a
range of floorboards. 

The first of the new floorboards is the Cylent,
which is a collaborative effort with Cylent Cycles.
CNC machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and
available in two-tone chrome or contrast cut black
hard anodized finish, the boards have pyramid
rubber inlay and measure 18 x 7 x 0.75in. 

The second new floorboard option from PBP is the
Razor. Machined from the same 6061 aluminum as
the Cylent boards, the Razor design is smaller
measuring 16 x 6 x 0.75in. Finished in a choice of
chrome or black powder coat and contrast cut finish,
the Razor includes a pyramid rubber insert.

PRECISION BILLET PRODUCTS
Gilbert, Arizona, USA
Tel: 480 634 2368
info@precisionbillet.co
www.precisionbillet.co
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Precision
Billet
floorboards
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GEORGE’S Garage’s new wheel bearing
removal and installation tool has been
created specifically for use on H-Ds. It has
been designed to remove and install
sealed type bearings without damaging
the wheel. For use on ‘00 to present Big
Twin and Sportsters and ‘02-present V-
Rods, the shaft puller is machined from
4130 F4 steel and all major components
are black anodized and offered in sizes
¾in, 1in and 25 mm. 
A second new tool from the company is its
main drive gear and bearing
remover/installer. It can be used to remove
and install the main drive gear and main
drive gear case bearing on ‘06 to present
Dynas and ‘07 to present Twin Cam
machines. All hardware used in the kit is
Grade 8 and includes a NICE bearing and
thumb screws to attach the puller plate. 

GEORGE’S GARAGE
Ontario, California, USA
Tel: 909 843 7043
sales@georges-garage.com
www.georges-garage.com

New tools from George’s Garage

A NICE bearing is included in the specification of
the main drive gear and bearing remover/installer

The wheel bearing tool has been designed
specifically to be used on H-D wheels

Akrapovic V-Rod
Open Line exhaust 
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AKRAPOVIC has expanded the range of exhausts it
is offering for Harley-Davidsons with the introduction
of a system for the ’09 - ‘12 V-Rod Nightrod Special
and Muscle. 

The new Akrapovic Open Line exhaust is a part of
the company’s Custom range and fits both the
Nightrod Special and Muscle versions of the V-Rod.

The twin downpipes are built from stainless steel
and have the facility to retain the original lambda
sensors. The link pipe section is a two-into-one
design, where the downpipes are held by a QD
spring. As with the downpipes, the link pipe
connects by interference fit and QD springs to the
muffler body. 

The muffler body itself consists of a titanium alloy
outer sleeve with a mounting bracket welded to the
rear for easy mounting to the chassis. The V-Rod
Muscle requires the fitment of Akrapovic mounting
brackets to remount the pillion foot pegs, if required.
The body of the muffler features a removable noise
reduction insert behind the CNC machined end cap. 

Carbon fiber is used for the three heat shields that

are fitted to the system, and this helps to reduce the
overall weight of the exhaust to 30lb less than the
stock pipe. 

To achieve the maximum performance benefit,
Akrapovic recommends the use of a Dynojet Power
Commander module when the Open Line exhaust is
installed. 

AKRAPOVIC AMERICA LLC
Irvine, California, USA
Tel: 949 679 3491
mc.support@akrapovic.com
www.akrapovic.com
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PICKARD USA is continuing to collaborate with
Supreme Legends to produce custom parts, and the
latest joint venture is a signature series of Bagger
floorboards.

The boards are CNC machined from billet
aluminum and feature pyramid tread on the surface
for comfort and grip. The mounting brackets are
adjustable to allow the boards to be set away from
the frame. 

Matching folding passenger boards and forward
controls are also available for the boards, which are
available in chrome or black anodized finishes.  

PICKARD USA
Richardson, Texas, USA
Tel: 972 231 1298
info@pickardusa.com
www.pickardbaggerparts.com

Pickard USA
Bagger boards VANCE & Hines has used extensive dyno

testing in the development of its 2-into-1
Pro Pipe Chrome for use on ‘10 -’12
Touring models. 
As a result of the dyno testing on the
exhaust system stepped head pipes are
used, which go from 13⁄4in to 17⁄8in and then
on to a merged collector that feeds into the
stepped 41⁄2in megaphone design. Other
features on the system include header and
collector heat shields, as well as a shield
over the first step of the megaphone and an
optional quiet baffle is available for a

reduction of 3-5dB in the sound level.
Standard equipment on the pipes are 12mm
O2 sensor ports and a CNC machined
chrome plated billet end-cap.

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
E-mail: sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

Pro Pipe Chrome for Touring models

mailto:info@pickardusa.com
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ACCEL has a range of parts specifically for use on
motorcycles, and among them is its new Matrix heat
shield exhaust wrap, which is claimed to be 25
percent stronger than fiberglass wraps. 

To match the Matrix wrap the company also has
a Matrix heat shield mat that can be used to protect
the fuel tank, preventing fuel from boiling, and
reducing vapor lock. It can also be used as a heat
shield on a bike’s airbox to lower air temperatures
and improve efficiency and the motor creating more
horsepower. 

The Power Pulse coil is molded in heavy duty black
impact resistant thermoplastic and is for both points-
triggered and electronic ignition applications. The
coils are offered with a 3 Ohm or 4.2 Ohm rating. 

ACCEL’s new starter solenoids are said to provide
positive starter engagement under the most severe
conditions. Permanently-sealed, moisture-proof

cases are used to prevent water damage, and
hardened steel plungers with high performance
contact discs are used for maximum durability. High
dielectric strength end caps prevent arcing and burn-
through on the single and double solenoids. 

The new 1⁄8in NPT rear mount black on black oil

pressure gauges from ACCEL feature a stainless steel
housing finished with black anodizing. Solid brass
internals are bathed in a vibration damping glycerin
for accuracy.

ACCEL MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTS
Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Tel: 216 688 8300
tech@mrgasket.com
www.accel-motorcycle.com

New bike options from ACCEL

ACCEL’s Matrix
exhaust wrap is
available in both

1in and 2in widths

The Matrix material is also
sold in sheets to be used as

heat shield mats

ACCEL oil pressure gauges are available with a
choice of 60psi or 100psi faces

ACCEL’s
starter

solenoids
have

hardened
steel plungers

with high
performance
contact discs
for maximum

durability

The Power
Pulse coil is
said to work
best when
combined

with ACCEL’s
other

ignition
components
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RICK Fairless’ latest floorboards take a
nostalgic hot rod idea and apply it to
modern Harley-Davidsons. 
The new floorboards fit stock OEM
floorboards models and come in chrome or
powder coated gloss black and knurled
rubber provides grip.

STROKERS DALLAS
Dallas, Texas, USA
Tel: 214 357 0707
sales@strokersdallas.com
www.strokersdallas.com

Rick Fairless
floorboards

Alien Motion battery and
charger combination
ALIEN Motion’s lithium-iron battery and balance
charger combination is claimed to have the lowest
dollar-to-weight ratio of any lithium-iron motorcycle
battery and charger pairing.

The Alien AM8 battery weighs 29 ounces, a
claimed 7 to 9lb lighter than conventional batteries.
It is built from eight cells powered by the latest
LiFePO4 lithium-iron cathode chemistry, and is said
to have three times the energy density of lead-acid
cells and a much faster charge rate. 

Installation of the AM8 is made simple because its
small footprint is enlarged to standard size when
inserted into the high-density, closed-cell foam pod
Alien Motion supplies. The waterjet-cut, fuel-
resistant outer case drops in most battery boxes with
a fit that reduces harmful movement and vibration.

Another benefit over conventional batteries are
the AM8’s multi-directional mounting possibilities.
Its electrolyte material is in paste form, so there’s no

liquid to spill or escape. Orientation doesn’t affect
the battery’s function, whether it’s mounted
vertically, horizontally, sideways or flipped upside
down. 

Complementing the AM8 is Alien Motion’s AM1
balance charger, which balances the charge in each
cell. The balancing process transfers energy to or
from individual cells until their state of charge is
equal. Even power across each cell is said to help
prevent over-charging or over-discharging and to
increase the battery’s lifespan. Also, protecting
batteries from being overcharged, it stops supplying
charge when charging and balancing are complete.

STAR MOTION, LLC
Gainesville, Georgia, USA
Tel: 323 377 8032
info@alienmotion.com
www.alienmotion.com

mailto:sales@strokersdallas.com
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THE Arlen Ness line of parts continues to expand with
a selection of pieces designed to be used on Softail
models.  

The patent-pending Modular handlebars from
Ness feature billet junctions that offer the
opportunity to rotate the bar towards or away from
the rider to achieve the optimal riding position. An
additional benefit of the bars unique design is the
option of almost endless custom color combinations
and easy internal wiring.

Launched in 2102, the Arlen Ness Fork Boots for
Softail models are available in Retro or Deep Cut
styles. Machined from forged 6061-T6 billet
aluminum, the Retro is available in chrome, black
anodized, and black anodized with diamond-cut
edges, and the Deep Cut is available in chrome or
black anodized finish.

Taking front end changes on Softails even
further, Arlen Ness offers its Hot Leg fork legs. They
feature a tapered billet machined design with
hidden axle to clean up the front end. Offered in
Smooth and Deep Cut styles with either chrome or
black anodized finish for ’00 – ‘12 FXST and FLST
models with a single disc.

Available not only for Softails but also FLT, Dyna
and Sportster models, the billet brake caliper
housings from Ness provide a custom look. The new
caliper housings accept the bike’s stock pistons,
seals, pads and internal hardware. Available in
chrome or black anodized finish. 

Dual disc applications require the purchase of a
right and left side caliper housing.

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA
Tel: 925 479 6350
contact@arlenness.com
www.arlenness.com

The Hot Leg
fork legs
features
include a
hidden axle

The billet brake caliper
housings utilize internals
from the bike’s stock
brakes to give a custom
look for less money

Ness Modular handlebars allow a wide range of
adjustment to the riding position

Deep Cut is one of the
styles offered for the
Arlen Ness Fork Boots
for Softail models

Ness Softail parts
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HIGHWAY Hawk has returned to
manufacturing parts for Harley-
Davidsons alongside its range
of parts for metric bikes. Among

the new range of parts is the
company’s large drag bar.
Finished in black, the bar has
TÜV certification, is 80cm wide
with 10cm of pullback and a
25cm center. It is dimpled for
the stock controls. 

HIGHWAY HAWK
Barneveld, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)342 490208
info@highwayhawk.com
www.highwayhawk.com

Highway
Hawk
handlebars

KEWLMETAL’S side wedge
covers for the Victory High-Ball
feature inlayed artwork. 
Machined from billet aluminum,
they are powder coated and
have laser-cut artwork. The
wedges are supplied, in pairs,
with a left and a right side
wedge cover base, backer
plates, artwork inserts and
mounting hardware. They are
also available with LEDs fitted.
The wedge covers will also fit

Victory Cross Roads, Cross
Country, Jackpot, Hammer,
Vegas, Kingpin, High-Ball and
Vision models.

KEWLMETAL
Prescott, Arizona, USA
Tel: 623 298 7181
sales@kewlmetal.com
www.kewlmetalstore.com

Wedge cover for High-Ball

FEULING has increased its Reaper line
of camshafts with the introduction of
the 543 and 594 profiles. For use in
Twin Cam motors, the new profile
cams are said to produce more power
and more torque in the riding rpm
range increasing throttle response,
acceleration and fuel mileage.

A feature of the Reaper cams is the
use of wide lobe separations to
produce very wide power bands and
smooth lobe ramps that are claimed to
be easier on valve train components,
eliminating excessive valve train noise
and wear. 

The cams are available for ‘99-’12
Twin Cam engines in chain drive, gear

drive and conversion chain drive
fitments. 

FEULING PARTS
Mojave, California, USA
Tel: 619 917 6222
info@feulingparts.com
www.feulingparts.com

Reaper 543 and 
594 cams
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A MONG the many bikes that have
taken the honor of being named the
‘Best in the World’ at the World

Championship of Custom Bike Building, there
has been a consistent theme of performance
and styling. It is a theme that has continued
with the 2012 World Championship winning
build from Thunderbike of Hamminkeln,
Germany. Named PainTTless, the bike
combines elements of café racer with board
track racer in what builder and Thunderbike’s
proprietor Andreas Bergerforth describes as
being a ‘30s style Bonneville Salt Flats racer. 

The build began with the acquisition of an
Ironhead Sportster, which was quickly broken down
as only the engine was needed, with the gearbox
quickly cut off from the rear of the engine cases. Work
then began on the top of the motor with the front
cylinder head removed to be replaced by a second

rear head spun through 180 degrees. This change
allows an exhaust to exit on either side of the bike
and also dual carbs, Amal 276s, to be fitted, once
again on either side of the motor. Further engine
work includes splitting the rocker boxes and the
generator being swapped out for a Bosch magneto
to simplify the bike’s electrics. 

With the stock Sportster transmission removed, a
replacement gearbox was needed, and a three-
speed was sourced from a 750 WLA. It connects to
the motor via a one-off open primary chain drive
with a custom tensioner that pivots around the front
primary pulley. 

The nickel plated custom frame that wraps around
the unique drivetrain began with a set of plates
welded up underneath the engine and raised
transmission. This piece was then bolted to a regular
tubular downtube and backbone. However, the
version used on the bike in the Championship was
the second attempt as the first version did not look
right. 

L ike the frame, the rear suspension is not
conventional. The drilled box section swingarm

pivots behind the gearbox but pushes a linkage
system that activates a pair of mountain bike coil
over shocks set parallel to the swingarm itself. 

Due to the movement of the swingarm linkage,
the machined aluminum oil tank, that doubles as a
seat unit and rear fender, has a large cut-out in it.
The same oil tank has also had cooling fins machined
into its sides and a sight glass set into it. 

Andreas has attended enough World
Championship events to know that to even place in
the top ten he would need to push himself with the
design of the bike, and the front end is one such
example of where he has tried something new. It is

www.AMDchampionship.com

Throughout the history of both the
European Championship and World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building, there are certain custom
builders who have been regular
competitors. Many of those same
builders have frequently placed
very highly and then gone on to
take the title of World Champion,
and this year it was the turn of
Thunderbike, from Germany, to go
from previously being a top five
finisher to current World Champion
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similar to a Springer, but instead of having a pivoting
link at the bottom of the fork legs, the front legs slide
over the rear legs. The shocks mounted at the top of
the front legs match those used for the rear
suspension. 

To turn the frame and drivetrain package into a
roller, a pair of wheels were machined up in-house
at Thunderbike from solid blocks of billet aluminum.
The 3.5 x 19in front and 4 x 19in rear have been
designed to carry internal disc brakes from a late ‘70s
Honda, so that PainTTless looks at first to have
traditional drum brakes, but actually has the braking
power of a modern set-up. 

A s the name of the bike suggests, the bodywork
has been left bare with only highlights being

painted on the hand-beaten gas tank and fairing.
Behind the fairing the detailing continues with a
brake lever that passes right through the handlebar
to pivot at the back of the bars. The suicide shift also
works its way up inside the fairing, while on the other
side of the tank the levers are there to control the
advance and retard of the magneto and the chokes
on the two carbs. 

Talking about the level of detailing on PainTTless,
Andreas said: “I wanted lots of small detail so that
when people look at the bike they keep looking.”
Given the reaction to the bike at the World
Championship, and the fact that it was a clear winner
of the Freestyle class, he certainly achieved that aim
as his fellow builders kept returning to look at the
bike while the judging process was taking place. 

THUNDERBIKE
Hamminkeln, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2852 677733
dealer@thunderbike.de
www.thunderbike.de

Custom adjustable pushrod tubes and split
rocker boxes are among the details on the
Ironhead Sportster motor

The jockey shift is mounted to
pivot on the front cylinder head,

which is actually a rear head
that has been reworked to allow

twin carbs to be mounted

mailto:dealer@thunderbike.de
http://www.thunderbike.de
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The polished bare aluminum of the gas tank
highlights the quality of craftsmanship employed
in the building of PainTTless

Shocks originally intended for use on a mountain
bike are horizontally mounted to provide rear
suspension

The front fork mixes elements of a Springer with
telescopic forks to create a unique design

The machined aluminum oil tank not only carries
the engine’s oil, but also acts as the seat pan and
rear fender

Changes to the bike’s cylinder heads
allow twin Amal carbs to be used for
fueling and also for the front exhaust

to exit on the left side of the bike
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Harley-Davidson sales revenue and production data… 3rd quarter 2012
Income statements in THREE MONTHS ENDED SIX MONTHS ENDED

$1,000s (except share) SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011 SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011

Net sales revenue $1,089,268 $1,232,699  $3,931,684 $3,635,487

Gross profit $377,904 $415,391 $1,398,231 $1,235,525

Total operating income $217,102 $242,688 $884,073 $737,587

Net income $134,001 $183,594 $553,286 $493,434

Diluted earnings per
common share $0.59 $0.78 $2.40 $2.09

Figures are shown THREE MONTHS ENDED SIX MONTHS ENDED

in $1,000s SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011 SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011

H-D Motorcycles $773,979 $922,469 $2,993,657 $2,762,563

Parts & Accessories $233,749 $235,676 $698,381 $655,387

General Merchandise $75,632 $69,333 $225,375 $204,809

Total $1,089,268 $1,232,699 $3,931,684 $3,635,487

United States 33,152 41,066 131,119 118,555

Exports 19,641 20,679 69,439 63,832

Total H-D 52,793 61,745 200,558 182,387

Touring 18,483 22,357 77,859 70,410

Custom 20,719 25,638 78,430 71,526

Sportster 13,591 13,750 44,269 40,451

Total 52,793 61,745 200,558 182,387

United States 40,402 42,640 135,925 127,930

Canada 2,578 2,458 9,526 9,288

Europe 9,476 9,307 36,206 37,284

Asia Pacific Region 6,024 5,488 17,774 15,572

Latin America Region 2,573 1,945 7,013 4,755

Total 61,053 61,838 206,444 194,829

NET SALES REVENUE

MOTORCYCLE SHIPMENT DATA NOTE: H-D MOTORCYLE SHIPMENT DATA IS NOT THE SAME AS RETAIL REGISTRATIONS

PRODUCT MIX SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011 SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011

RETAIL SALES OF H-D MOTORCYCLES: SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011 SEPT 2012 SEPT 2011

<<< Continued from front page

Asia Pacific region and 1.8 percent in
the EMEA region [Europe, Middle
East and Africa], and decreased 4.7
percent in North America (U.S. and
Canada) compared to last year’s third
quarter.

In the first nine months of the year
dealers sold 206,444 new Harley-
Davidson motorcycles worldwide,
with retail unit sales up 47.5 percent
in the Latin America region, 14.1
percent in the Asia Pacific region and
6.0 percent in North America and
down 2.9 percent in the EMEA region
compared to the year-ago period.

The Company shipped 52,793
motorcycles to dealers and
distributors worldwide during the
quarter, down 14.5 percent and in
line with prior guidance, compared to
shipments of 61,745 motorcycles in
the third quarter of 2011.

Through the first nine months of
2012 the Company shipped 200,558
motorcycles to dealers and
distributors, a 10.0 percent increase
compared to the year-ago period. 

Harley-Dav idson say  they
continue to expect to ship

245,000 to 250,000 motorcycles to
dealers and distributors worldwide in
2012, a five to seven percent
increase from 2011.

In the fourth quarter of 2012,
the Company expects to ship
44,500 to 49,500 motorcycles, a
two to twelve percent decrease
from the year-ago period. This is
consistent with the Company’s
previously announced plans for
lower shipments in the fourth
quarter of 2012 related to the
imp l emen t a t i o n  o f  s u r g e
production at York in the first half
of 2013. 

The Company says that it believes
surge production provides the
flexibi l i ty to produce more
motorcycles in the first half of 2013,
closer to customer demand during
the prime selling season. 

http://www.kustomtech.eu

